
A long-awaited update for Geochron Digital!

A 60 second explainer on continental zooming

I Can Zoom On My Phone, so

Why can’t I zoom the Atlas?  I’ve seen people reach out and pinch the

Geochron screen, only to be disappointed.  I say, “I know, I know.  We’re

working on it.”  But that little finger press on your phone comes with a

thousand prerequisites.  

But earlier this month, we rolled out an update that included

Continental Zooming for North America and Europe, and we’ll be adding

more!  As I describe in the video above, most of the Live Layers available

in the Global map will project on the zoomed regions too, but the most

exciting thing for me is the possibilities.

I’m addicted to weather apps, but the view on my little phone is so small! 

What if you could see doppler, fires, and jet streams for the entire

continent?  That is coming, my friends! 

In February I announced Geochron Mechanical really needed to find a

new home, because qualified techs in Oregon are increasingly thin (as

well as my patience).  After 59 years and 30,000 customers, I did not want

to be the one who retired the grand mechanical clock, and many of you

contacted me in despair.
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Then, something happened.  It's safe, in Colorado.  It's a long story like

most of Geochron's tales, that I'll tell you more about soon.

Talk to you soon!

Patrick

Head Wrangler, KJ7ZSU

Zooming is available for any premium
subscriber with an Atlas 2+ device.

I Wasn't Sure the Clock Would Make It

In February when I announced Geochron Mechanical really had to find a

new home, because qualified techs in Oregon are increasingly thin here. 

After 59 years and 30,000 customers, I did not want to be the one who

retired the grand mechanical clock.  Some of you contacted me with

messages of alarm and despair.

Then, something happened.  An old dealer in Colorado, master clock

makers themselves, reached out.  They had extra space, labor, and loved

the mechanical clock as I do.  They flew out to Oregon to take a look at the
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shop.  

They spent weeks here learning how to build the delicate machine that is

the Geochron World Clock, and recruiting my best tech to move to

Colorado.  Last week, they began building with tools and inventory that I

had just recently packed up. 

I could write a book about this unique series of events - I’ll save it for

another newsletter - but for those of you who contacted me in a panic

about the future of Geochron… it’s safe, in Colorado.

Ben and Patrick say goodbye, and Geochron says hello to Colorado.

Awesome installations!
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It may not look like much, but this is the 1st clock built by our master clock

makers in Colorado!  

Questions?  We're ready for you.

Digital: support@geochron.com
Mechanical: mechanical@geochron.com

800-342-1661



Zoomed-in Weather?  Soon, soon.

I'd like to just get emails about mechanical OR digital clocks
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